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It begins with a voice clear in the otherwise clouded landscape. They are the 

audio remains of an Indian prisoner-of-war, Bhawan Singh, at the Halfmoon Camp at 

Wünsdorf, just outside Berlin. The recitation, a performance for linguist Wilhelm Doegen 

who collected ethnographic phonetic data on North African and Indian prisoners captured 

from the French and British armies in World War I, hovers over an undisclosed, hardly 

visible landscape as we plunge into the second sequence of Philip Scheffner’s poetic 

documentary, The Halfmoon Files (2007).  

We soon learn the voice was recorded in 1916, and the hiss—what we think to be 

the rustle of the wind—is the hiss of Shellac records, stored at the Berlin Sound Archive. 

The kinetic and aural capture of rustling leaves (later, garbage blown out into the town’s 

street) that we repeatedly encounter in the film, indexes unseen presences lingering in 

Wünsdorf, Scheffner suggests, in an explicit framing of the poetic documentary as 

hauntology. Obviously the project invites us to think the specter as a form of history: the 

opening “voice” is the corporeal trace of an Indian soldier in the British Army who never 

made it home after the war, abandoned by both Britain and Germany in full flush of 

empire. It is a voice that “points” to others like it, as Scheffner soon narrows his pursuit 

of these unhomely subjects to a certain Mal Singh, listed as PK619 in the audio archives 

of the Royal Prussian Phonographic Commission, a gathering of musicologists, 

anthropologists, and linguists invested in codifying “all the people in the world” 
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according to “native” speech patterns. In his only recorded speech, as Mal Singh 

ruminates on the ghost as the embodiment of lingering unfulfilled desires that remain 

“everywhere” after the body passes, Scheffner stages a metaphysics of absence in 

dislocating voice from image: we listen nervously not able to see speaker or addressee 

(“the respected sirs” of this shot), we wonder if we’ve stumbled upon fable as “true” 

history while the painterly physical location rejects our gaze, disclosing nothing. But 

more than just the uncomfortable disjuncture of voice and image—a disjuncture often 

accentuated with the dark of the screen that appears as the visual correlate to these audio 

remains—Scheffner’s paucity of visible evidence relocates us in the immersive space of 

the voice. As he painfully assembles a fragmentary time “out of joint” from a few 

surviving photographs, a strip of silent film, phonetic lists, and sound archive catalog, we 

start to listen more carefully to an ensemble of sounds: Scheffner’s post-production 

autobiographical voiceover and a minimal “score” as the present, and the archived sound 

recordings laced with Shellac hiss as the past. In the interests of time, I shall focus today 

on the work of the latter in corporealizing the past as a new memory—a past we 

incorporate through the sense perceptions (including intuition and sensation) the film 

privileges in this embodied encounter with history. Certainly it is a “history,” one episode 

in long, unfolding, and often murky, Indo-German relations, that is obscure, and at least 

opaque to the denizens of Wünsdorf”; there “nothing is as it seems,” since all physical 

evidence of the camp has been removed, original tombstones built over, doors with 

names scratched on them repainted. Only the corporeal trace of the other—the signature 

of the voice—remains, motivating Scheffner’s sensuous witnessing of the Halfmoon 

camp. Its insistent return establishes material contiguities between viewers/listeners and 
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the subaltern soldier, a spectral materialism that does not treat the specter as simply an 

imaginative projection of the past. 

In short, this is not simply a ghost story, in its sense of a cultural form. And the 

clue lies in the distinctive combination of the soldier’s voice and the hiss of the Shellac 

record. Beyond the scholarly labors of identifying language, intonation, and accent, the 

voice has its distinctive sensuous signature in timbre, sonority, and volume. As Jennifer 

Barker, following decades of “sensuous scholarship in cinema,” has recently argued for 

touch, sound, too, is hardly constrained to a single organ; flowing in waves into our 

bodies, we sense its vibrations in our musculature and viscera. Now if we think of our 

incorporation of the corporeal trace of the subaltern, flowing into us as sound fragments, 

the specter materializes once again, as old adventures in spirit photography demonstrated, 

in emergent media technologies—those “gleaming wax plates” Wilhelm Doegan gloats 

over in his notes on the recordings. So I want to think more about our relationship to not 

only the voice, but also the hiss that signals a once-utopian and now-decaying old 

technology. What are the protocols for listening to the other Scheffner seems to ask, 

when it resides in media technologies that are deeply continuous with the projects of 

world-making that seem so distant from us?—but media technologies that nevertheless 

fascinate us as archaeological objects. Does our “thrill” at bad quality—the hiss not 

cleaned up in post-production—bind us more tightly to Doegan’s technoscientific 

projects? Must preoccupations with media archaeology—here, of the turning of vocal 

sound into phonetic speech—inevitably engage the colonial modernity that shaped the 

development of these technologies? And, if so, how do we inhabit this complex political 

and media history?  
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Let’s think for a moment about the Shellac hiss that locates us in an emerging 

technology that once sought to make the world alongside the imperial military projects of 

the early 20thC. By now the anticipated potentialities emergent media technologies bring 

in their wake—DX fishing and wireless (as Jeff Sconce has argued) or the optical 

fantastic and the X-ray (in Akira Lippit’s elaboration)—is well established. But 

Scheffner’s work, as exemplar of a strand of postcolonial European cinema, encourages 

us to think of the media capacities of old technologies, clearly historical in the present of 

the documentary (where Scheffner ransacks the sound archives). Scheffner’s tale turns 

the hiss into a chronotrope for Europe’s imperial past once he introduces Kaiser Wilhem 

II also as a “file,” AUT1 in Wilhem Doegen’s records—the linguist playing puppet-

master to both subaltern and emperor. In the clip I play here, Scheffner details the curious 

“audiovisual” record of Kaiser Wilhem II’s speech attempting to inspire the German 

people at the brink of defeat in 1918—a combination of blank screen, post-production 

voice-over, Shellac recordings, “inter-titles” from Doegan’s notes, and the 

characteristically slim visual evidence of a famous photograph. 

Most notable is the equivalence Scheffner produces between the Kaiser with the 

soldier-prisoner Mal Singh, troubling our sympathetic distinction between these tragic 

figures. Both their “speeches” are scripted; and both men are haunted by longings 

manifest in vision, Mal Singh by his own spirit projected beyond the camp and the Kaiser 

by the “white lady of the Hohenzollern’s” who appeared periodically to members of the 

imperial house on the eve of every disaster. Both photographic impressions of the men in 

the documentary confuse, rather than clarify, the accompanying voice that is “authentic” 

index of presence in the documentary. If the specter is a corporeal audio trace, these 
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voices invite us beyond Europe (to greater empires or former colonies) and to its imperial 

heart—a geographical contiguity that institutes a new Europe trans-located beyond the 

economic borders of the European Union.  

This is why I have been thinking of the role of “old technologies”—for example, 

the cheap surveillance video trace in Michael Haneke’s Caché—in postcolonial European 

cinema, if we consider Scheffner as an exemplary practitioner. Certainly Scheffner 

appears in sympathy with subaltern historiography, speaking in various interviews of the 

need to create an “imaginative” and “analytic” space for “what is missing,” the footnote 

in the archive that is subaltern presence; in exhibitions & installations (notably, with 

Britte Lange, a scholar of the P.O.W. camps who runs “translate,” a digital project on 

European postcoloniality) and in other films (mostly in those made with Madhushree 

Dutta, a well-known documentary filmmaker based in Delhi), he reaffirms his ongoing 

commitment to historiography through the archaeological encounter. Constantly 

displacing its pedagogic agenda, skipping from Bhawan Singh to Mal Singh, from Edison 

to Doegen to the Kaiser, the Halfmoon Files addresses European xenophobia toward its 

Muslim others in picking a historical moment when jihad became Germany’s war 

strategy as the Ottoman Empire joined Germany Britain, France, and Russia. Anxious to 

harness Muslim loyalty of the prisoners-of-war, “natives” who could be made to defect 

from their armies, the first mosque in Germany was built on the premises of the 

Halfmoon Camp in 1915. When the experiment proved unsuccessful, the camp became a 

playground for linguists such as Doegen invested in racial taxonomies of the civilized 

and the brave, in an alliance between the military, the scientific community, and the 

entertainment industry.  
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How is this romance with “old technologies” a spectral materialist history that 

reflexively designs elastic pasts? We could begin at the most obvious juncture: the ghost 

story at the heart of the tale, an uninvited recitation in the midst of Doegan’s taxonomies.  

For although Doegen required the prisoners to relate fairytales, fables, alphabets, 

religious texts, sample words, and a series of numbers, some of his ethnographic subjects 

would embellish their speech and disrupting the linguist’s taxonomic uniformity. Mal 

Singh’s philosophical reflections on ghosts can be regarded as one such interruption, an 

anomaly in the archive—the exception once more unveiling the normative violence of the 

technoscientific project. In narrative terms, Mal Singh’s perception of his own spirit, 

homeless and wandering, a dematerialized form who longs for a “ser” of butter from the 

Punjabi village to become flesh once more, reflexively stages Europe’s unheimlich. But, 

focusing on Scheffner’s audiovision tunes us in to a more complex spectrality at work: a 

sensuous witnessing dependent on the intuitive perception of presences absent to visual 

cognition. In my larger project on spectral materialism, I argue, if we take the Derridean 

imperative seriously, we are encouraged to look beyond figuration: only restoring flesh to 

the one who looks at you, the one you cannot see can redress the violence of erasure, 

opening a vein into the present. Too often the specter provokes a revisionist narration of 

lost episodes, a cognitive dimension that overlooks spectrality as a phenomenological 

mode of history—a sensuous experience of the other that must accompany the labors of 

historiography. This “giving flesh” is Scheffner’s primary intervention: a video- and 

filmmaker who is primarily an experimental music and sound artist, he engages a 

cinematic spectrum of auditory, sensate and kinesthetic encounters with history. 

Therefore the key to the documentary are the “audio remains,” disparate sound fragments 
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(a voice caught in static) that are bundled as an elastic past we can continually divide, 

yoke, refashion—but always a corporeally experienced past in this spectral materialist 

form of history. 

The “ghost story” interrupting Doegan’s ethnographic experiment functions as a 

mise-en-abyme for this spectral materialism, where Scheffner constantly disrupts our 

visual cognition only to immerse our bodies in sound. What is not visible must be 

apprehended otherwise, Scheffner’s blank screens suggest, sound and movement alerting 

us to the specter. When we hear the hiss, in the first clip we encountered, we instantly 

locate it as wind, diegetic sound, until later when we learn of the Shellac records. Just as 

we have understood our mistake, Mal Singh tells us the hiss of the wind is the material 

transmission of ghostly presence. The hiss becomes the ghost in the machine, secreting 

presence, while the blank dark screens that recur in the film tune us in again and again to 

the voice whose origin is unsecured; if this were not enough, fragments of cryptic speech 

entice but fail to disclose the lost story; and a faint horn (the Kaiser heard when he 

glimpsed the White Lady) returns repeatedly, plaintive but persistent—but without the 

image. All through the film, we play catch up, caught in an interpretive time lag—

constantly intuiting something not yet fully grasped. Such prolepsis places us in the space 

of “what is missing,” pointing indexically to what might be out there.  

Scheffner enlists our intuitive labors, setting in motion the spectral materialism I 

have been theorizing today as a mode of elastic history. For instance, early in the film, 

the camera rushes by a barn (while the voice ruminates on the “ghost”), but at this point 

we do not “know” it is built on the camp; in fact we encounter it twice, intuiting a 

possible significance, since we have returned to the same shot. Only in retrospect, do our 
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intuitions materialize a history. Hence Scheffner’s many unexplained visuals are a 

provocation to intuitive labor. The Halfmoon Files extends an invitation to the spectator, 

as the filmmaker’s narration assembles fragments, each leading elsewhere—to the web-

like formation that is history. The epistemological quest leads to our intuition of an 

absent structure whose irruptions we encounter in Mal Singh, Doegen, and the Kaiser’s 

audio remains, one whose end is still to come—a still only sheer potentiality…a “thing” 

still to come from the affective labors of spectatorship.  

Finally, in the whistling winds and rustling leaves, Scheffner presents a kinetic 

record of the “ghost” in Wünsdorf. As the film proceeds, the kinesthetic presence caught 

in “shots” of wind becomes our location for the ghosts of Wünsdorf: they live in the 

camera rushing by. With the wind, we relocate the voice in the Shellac everywhere in 

Wünsdorf as the town avowedly dismembers its past. The kinesthetic image and rustling 

sound are where we lay Mal Singh to rest, re-embedding the dislocated other: the ghost 

belongs here, Scheffner suggests, in the winds at Wünsdorf. But if Wünsdorf is a place 

metonymic to a Germany caught in an imperial delirium—and further metonymic of a 

contemporary Europe (through the inclusion of the British and French empires) entangled 

in its pasts—as Scheffner argues—then Mal Singh is folded into a new Europe.  

And yet the failure of the quest renders any rest impossible. We do not know if 

the cryptic Mal Singh returned to his village or not; we do not know if Scheffner will get 

his permit to finish shooting in India. We just know the ghost in the machine and in our 

bodies—sensed, intuited, and sometimes recognized—has motivated a spectral encounter 

with history, instituting new memories where Europe looks at itself through its 

translocations elsewhere. As Scheffner waits for his permit, the open temporality—will 
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there the be a new ending to the film?—leaves us desiring, leaves us everywhere beyond 

Wünsdorf, leaves us with a potentiality, a vanishing point lodged in our bodies but still 

seeking its own. 

 


